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November 16, 1994 Arguing about meat and all its bloodlust since 1976 
To Slice Or Not To Slice 
That's the question explored by Elaine Leong (who took this photograph) and 
Holly Keyes (who didn't) in our feature this issue. Check it out on page 8. 
There's lot's more, too, kids ... Just open us up and say, "Aaaahhhhhh." 
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The Other Press 
EDITORIAL 
'Apathy: Absence of interest in or enthusiasm for things generally consid-
ered interesting or moving' - Collins Dictionary of English. 
I live in a dark, grungy lazy and pathetic sea of apathy. I'll pull a 
Jason - I fucking HATE apathy. There are so many things that people 
can do in this school, in our town, in BC, in Canada, and in the world to 
help themselves or someone else, and just don't fucking do it. 
Ahh ... now that I've got that out of my system (you know how it is, 
you're frustrated, tired, facing a deadline ... ) I'd like to extend a personal 
invitation to any student in Douglas College that would like to see their 
name in print to come write for the Other Press. I know that there 
are ... scads ... of students going to Douglas hoping to pursue a career in 
journalism, communications, freelance writing, graphic design, etc, etc, 
etc. Down here, in our very own little space in the world, we have 
a) people that would love to help you write (they're even paid) 
b) VERY cool, high tech computer systems with the very latest writing 
imd design tools 
c) CONTACTS with journalists, publishers, professionals, college per-
sona, little blue aliens, you name it 
d) A microwave, water cooler, three stress relieving couches, telephones, 
a darkroom, and maybe even a coffee maker ... sometime ... 
As a newspaper, we need to know what's going on around the school, 
city, province, world, universe. We need some people that would like to 
expend the effort to hack out a story or two into our neat digital gizmos 
and see their name and writing printed a few thousand times. 
What do I write about? We've got "coordinators" for every section in 
the newspapers that can give you suggestions and be your very own life 
councillor (Sometimes they charge for special services). We send our 
paper to the local mainstream media as well as across the country to 
every other Canadian University Press newspaper. Then they can print 
your story/photo/graphic a few thousand times. 
If you like to write/draw/shoot, come HERE. I'd love to meet ya. We 
have shitloads of fun and our water is filtered. 
Apathy sucks. 
Scott Simmer 
Production Resource 
Other Publications Society 
Douglas College Student News 
LETTERS TN OtJiw•h,, Rouna 1020- 700 Roy•l Av~ Doullu Colkl~ Ntw Wt~tmiuttr , B.C. 
I appologize 
Dear Mr. Townsend: 
Thank you for your letter of Octo-
ber 24, 1994. 
If my comments at the Board 
meeting were deemed to be offensive, 
I would like to give you my uncondi-
tional apology. They were certainly not 
intended to in any way slight the Doug-
las College Student Society, or our 
College students. 
I do suggest that there would be 
value in discussion on the matter, as 
the statement as made to the Board can 
not be dealt with in any constructive 
way. To be precise, acceptance of your 
position would simply mean a reduc-
tion of income to the College, which 
would impact negatively on students in 
other ways. 
I look forward to discussing with 
you your thoughts on College finances, 
and a more appropriate and just role 
for the students. 
Yours very truly, 
William L. Day 
President, Douglas College 
Whyte is ... 
Dear Other Press; 
The Jack Whyte interview that was in-
cluded as an insert in your Nov. 2 is-
sue was a well written piece and my 
compliments go out to Trent Earnst on 
the work he did to put the whole thing 
together. The work that went into such 
a project is obvious. How a student 
working at a college newspaper can 
find the time to do such an extensive 
interview (and than put it into print) 
absolutely amazes me. 
Jack Whyte seems to be quite the 
animated character and we should be 
glad to have a novelist of his calibre 
living in the Vancouver area. However, 
some of Mr. Whyte's comments seem 
to be spoken before he has put much 
thought into them. 
Mr. Whyte makes reference to the 
fact that we do not have enough heroes 
in our society today. This is and over-
used comment, and all to typically com-
ing from someone who is the subject 
of an interview that will be published 
in the print media. We don't have 
enough heroes in our world today? Per-
haps we don't have enough mythical 
heroes in our world, but there is cer-
tainly enough modern day heroes to 
capture our imaginations. 
Take for example the soldiers that 
went to fight in the Persian Gulf war, 
and the generals that lead them into 
battle, most of whom had wives and 
families at home in North America, 
wondering if they would be killed or 
permenantly scarred for life. Also, the 
sports heroes of today, who perform 
small miracles on the field or on the 
ice., and are worshipped and praised 
for their character and phenomenal 
abilities. 
Jack Whyte seems to be a smart 
man in many regards, and I congratu-
late him on the huge accomplishment 
of becoming a published novelist. Per-
haps he was getting carried away when 
he made the erroneous statement;" We 
don't have enough heroes in our world 
today." There are plenty of people in 
our society that deserve the title of 
"hero," but they are real people, not 
mythical figures belonging to a historic, 
fantastical age of dragons and wizards. 
Repa Waulnd 
Douglas College Student 
November 16, 1994 
I recently asked Douglas College President Bill Day to write a letter to the 
students of this fine, fine institution, and he graciously complied. What follows 
is that very letter, from the big guy himself to you. So, read on, fellow pupils, 
and feel free to send us comments, questions, love notes, and hate mail.(And 
yes, we know 'enrollment' should have two l's. That's the way it was in the 
letter. Sorry, Bill.) Love, the always-controversial, sometimes-just-plain-stu-
pid, presently-on-holiday-to-catch-up-on-his-courses Jason Kurylo. 
Thank you for this opportunity to express some thoughts. 
Your invitation is most timely. Douglas College is on the verge of dynamic 
changes and expansion. These include a major new campus and forthcoming 
rules placing students on high-level college bodies. The College is also explor-
ing ways to improve student success and increase our community partnerships. 
That's a lot to review, so I will only touch on each matter. 
In the fall of 1996, we will open the first phase of our new Pinetree cam-
pus in Coquitlam. It will accommodate 2,000 full-time students in Phase I and 
5,600 students once fully completed. Pinetree will offer university-transfer and 
new career programs. It will also offer relief for the traffic headaches which 
face our Coquitlam-area students. 
The new site will reduce pressure on our over-crowded New Westminster 
campus, offering more elbow room to students attending programs here in the 
future. As well, the Student Society and College are moving ahead with plans 
for a new Student Union Building in New Westminster to be built adjacent to 
our library. 
Before the new buildings begin to take shape, the College will experience 
changes in its internal structure. Early in 1995, the provincial government is 
expected to pass Bill 22 into law and amend the Colleges and Institutions Act. 
Included in the bill are alterations mandating elected student representatives to 
be voting members on our Education Council and College Board. 
J'he Education Council is the main decision-recommending body for Col-
lege-wide education issues. While students have been reP,resented on our present 
Education Council, it was by College decision - not by statute. College Board 
members were formally all provincial-government appointees from outside the 
College; they are responsible for final decisions on financial and educational 
issues. Student participation will add a welcome and relevant voice to these 
important bodies. 
We are continuing to explore ways to improve student success. The suc-
cess of a college should not be gauged by full enrolment, but by the progress of 
individual students. For this reason I am pleased by the numbers of students 
bolstering their writing and study skill in our new Learning Centre. Finding 
additional tools to improve student success remains a priority within the Col-
lege. I know we have the expertise to do it. 
Finally, I wish to comment on the issue of community consultation. The 
College has long maintained relationships with business, labour and profes-
sional groups to ensure the training we offer is up-to-date and in-demand. At 
the same time, we are focusing on efforts to expand these consultative partner-
ships and create new ones. I stress this because we are preparing students for 
an increasingly complex economy while the College itself becomes a larger, 
multi-campus institution. Given these two facts, it is vital that the College strives 
to remain close to those we serve. 
To Jason Kurylo 
(Re: The article about his friend who 
died) 
This summer, a guy from my (high 
school) grad class committed suicide. 
He jumped in front of a train. I barely 
even knew him, but his death really 
affected me. I understand where you 
are coming from ... at least I think I do. 
I wanted to share with you a letter I 
wrote to Ross, four days after he died. 
Ross: 
You died. You killed yourself. hlon't 
know why you did it, or what drove you, 
but somehow I understand. Nobody's 
death has affected me like yours. 
Maybe it was the fact that you were so 
much like me; young, stepping out into 
the world and looking for answers. 
Only maybe you got tired of looking 
and not getting any answers. Maybe 
you were sick of being yelled at for 
looking the wrong way. Or maybe when 
you were out there looking you found 
out that everyone else was still out 
looking too. And you stopped and 
looked around you and wondered 
"What's the point? Everyone is just 
walking around 'living' their life. They 
tum 18, 21, 40, 65, 80 ... and they die. 
And if they look back at their life, they 
see nothing. Most of the time they've 
accomplished nothing." And you real-
ized that you were 18, and would soon 
be 21, and didn't want to live a life of 
nothing. But you were being pushed out 
there, no matter how hard you resjsted, 
into the real world where people live 
lives full of nothings, and you couldn't 
see any other way, and you .asked your-
self, why bother? Nobody else seemed 
to be trying very hard, and every time 
you tried, it just seemed to disappoint 
someone. Maybe you asked yourself"Is 
it really worth it?" Maybe you figured 
there was something better on the other 
side, and the faster the better. Maybe 
they just squeezed one too many things 
into your young, pliable mind. Maybe 
you found the answer. Maybe there is 
no point. 
Sitting in my windowsill on the 
third floor it would have been so easy 
just to jump. It made so much sense. 
------- ---------------
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Student • un1on building • 1n works 
DCSS and college about to sign agreement and get project underway 
by Scott Simmer 
In 1987 a small group of repre-
sentative DCSS members had an idea: 
the students of Douglas College should 
have a building to call there own; a 
place to relax, have fun, meet and so-
cialize outside of class. These students 
organized what w~s called the "SUB . 
Advisory Committee" to commence · 
planning for ~uch a building. Here, iri 
November 1994, these plans are just 
starting to take -snape. · · 
Although the plans for the building are 
far from complete, a document supplied 
to the Other Press describes the build-
ing as a three story building of 17,200 
square feet to be located next to the 
library, parallel to 7th avenue (see il-
lustration) . 
The SUB building is slated to house 
many different student resources, clubs, 
and meeting rooms. The following is a 
brief summary of ideas: 
• Games room with video games, 
pool tables, dartboards 
• Eating facilities, with a licensed 
student bar 
• Dance Floor 
• Women's Centre 
• International Students' Lounge 
• Cafe' 
• Photocopiers .and Phones 
• TV Room with ~ouches 
• Student Society business offices 
with board room 
"Phase 1 ", as Student Services direc-
tor Al Atkinson describes it, com-
menced in 1987 with a feasibility study 
done by an independent consulting 
firm. The study produced a report with 
the title "Feasibility of Survey Results: 
Student Union Building, Student So-
ciety Services, Off Campus Housing." 
This study was mainly a survey of stu-
dents, by questionnaire, on what their 
perceptions were about the DCSS and 
what services they believed they had 
and would need in the future. The sur-
vey was completed 
by 209 students, 
consisting of 3.8% 
of the student 
population at that 
time. Several rec-
ommendations 
came out of the 
study, including 
one that states '·'the 
student union· 
building should be 
set up on cam-
pus .... " Thus, ac-
cording to the 
study, Douglas 
College students 
gave their ap-
proval for an on . . 
campus SUB building [this study is f~e to be mcl~ded _with the stude~t so-
available for student viewing in the ; Ciety fees paid with student registra-
DCSS office]. lion. The SUB monies were to be ac-
cumulated in a trust fund administered 
Shortly thereafter, the Student Society by the college. The current value of this 
struck a written contract with the Doug- fund is approximately 1.5 million dol: 
las College Administration to begin Iars, with the SUB building estimated 
collecting an additional $9.00 "SUB" to cost approximately 2.5 to 3 million 
dollars. The remainder of the funds 
required to build the SUB will be ac-
Safe Walk • IS • runn1ng 
quired via a bank mortgage to be paid 
off gradually over a number of years. 
It is currently under debate which 
organization is to sign for the mortgage 
and therefore own the building. In past 
planning, the DCSS had plans to carry 
out all the financing requirements, but 
current talks in the SUB committee 
seem to lean toward the College sign-
ing the mortage and leasing it to the 
DCSS, according to Mr. Atkinson. 
Long awaited campus safety program in operation 
by Ronnie Bains 
The 'Safe Walk' program is fi-
nally underway, the long-awaited 
project commences on November 21st. 
Training took place last week in 2 dif-
ferent time slots, one from 7-10 pm on 
Tuesday, Nov. 8th and the other from 
1-4 pm on Thursday, Nov. lOth. I had 
the opportunity to attend one of these 
training sessions. Constable Mike 
Blackstock attended the second train-
ing session and covered radio use, as 
well as emergency protocol. A third 
training time had also been discussed 
pending availability of prospective vol-
unteers. 
Training was provided by coordi-
nators Joe Spear and Assistant Sheryl 
Bussiere. Spear introduced training 
with a little historical summary of how 
'Safe Walk ' came to be. He went on to 
discuss why the project took so long to 
get going, describing the research in-
volved and much needed funding. A 
training manual was provided with pro-
cedures, reports, forms , diagrams, and 
introduction to equipment use. Forms 
included an equipment sign in/out 
sheet, a patrollers log, and Occurrence/ 
Incidence reports. The training manual 
as a package was very comprehensive 
and easy to use. 
Each volunteer will be easily iden-
tified as they will be wearing a 'Safe 
Walk ' picture ID badge at all times. 
This badge will include a name, badge 
Letters, Continued . 
The final disappoin,tmt<nt in a long 
string. But I cou)dn' t. I DO NOT FEAR 
DEATH, but I'm not willing to give up 
this early, and I'm saddened you had 
to. I know there's others out there who 
want to find some answers. All I have 
to do is look for them. It'll take work, 
but I'm willing to try, in the hopes that 
just one person decides to keep look-
ing with me, instead of joining you. 
No matter how much I disagree 
with how you got there, or how posi-
tive I am that you aren't, I pray that 
you are in heaven. I pray that you have 
found the answers you were looking for, 
that you are truly happy, and that you 
have love in your heart. 
I pray that God keeps watch over 
number, and a 'DC Safe Walk Program' 
logo. Equipment per one team (2 vol-
unteers) consists of one 2-way radio, 2 
personal audio alarms, 2 Safe Walk 
jackets, 2 mag-lite flashlights & belt 
clips, 2 univer- · 
and as far as 1Oth St. and 3rd Ave. to 
4th St. and 3rd Ave. 
At the end of the training session 
each volunteer was provided with a 
schedule of shifts to 
sal belts, 2 pic- -------------• 
start work with . 
They were also 
given a Bouglas 
College Safe Walk 
Program Volunteer 
contract to date 
and sign. Overall, 
the training ses-
sion was well or-
ganized and con-
ducted quite pro-
fessionally, with a 
bit of humor and a 
strong purpose in 
mind. 
ture ID badges, 
and one note-
book & pen. 
It was 
stressed that the 
Safe Walk pro-
gram is a non-in-
tervention pro-
gram, in which 
volunteers may 
not undertake 
any physical acts 
to rescue, assist 
or, in any other 
way physically 
interfere with 
Each volunteer 
will be easily 
identified as they 
will be wearing a 
'Safe Walk' 
picture 10 badge 
at all times. Once again, the 3 ways to arrange 
a Safe Walk are: 
any client, patrol partner or member of 
the general public. However, each vol-
unteer will be trained to keep in con-
stant radio contact with the dispatcher, 
who's in contact with campus security 
and the New Westminster Police de-
partment. 
There are specific boundaries il-
lustrated in a street map, in which Safe 
Walk volunteers can walk clients in a 
Safe Walk. These boundaries include 
walks to the New Westminster and 
Columbia St. skytrain stations , the 
London Drugs and Quay parking lots, 
you. 
Love, 
Jeanine Fynn 
Bite Me 
Dear Other Press, 
(Sept. 11, 94) 
This is in reply to your article 
"Taking a bite out of the big bad sys-
tem" on October 19. Until quite re-
cently, I have assumed that A+'s were 
virtually impossible to receive. 
This is not going to be a "brag 
about my academic standing", because 
I am llQl an "A" student, but just an 
average "BIB+" one. If you asked me a 
month ago if it was possible to get an 
"A+" on an essay, I would have laughed 
in your face. But not any more. 
I have since then received an "A+" 
on my first philosophy 250 paper. My 
I) Setting it up in advance by phoning 
the Safe Walk phoneline at 527-5575. 
This number will be accessible 24 
hours , either by dispatcher or 
voicemail. 
2) Go to the Safe Walk Patrol booth. 
3) Or stop a Safe Walk group that is 
not in use. 
If you still have any questions re-
garding The Safe Walk program, 
whether it be use, volunteering, or just 
finding out more please contact Joe 
Spear at 527-5575 or stop by at your 
friendly Student Society office, Rm. 
2780. 
instructor for this class is extraordinary. 
He js one of the best teachers I have 
had at Douglas, nevermind, in my life. 
He cares about his students: he listens 
to them, and tries to give constructive 
criticism and encouragement. Each 
class is great because he makes the 
material so interesting, and doesn't 
drone off like so many of the instruc-
tors here. No, he's not the type to let 
his students freeload off of him. He is. 
quite demanding and challenging. 
The Highest marks I have ever received 
are "A-"'s and "A"'s, so when I re-
ceived this "A+", I was totally blown 
away. So yes, Niki, there really is. a 
thing called an "A+". 
Yours truly, 
Vivienne Wong 
UT Business Admin. Student 
Perhaps due to tlie amount oftime 
and experience needed to complete 
such a large project, the DCSS bas ap-
proached the Douglas College Admin-
istration for help in completing the 
8 
14 
7 
building. This ap-
proach is believed to 
be attributed to the 
College's current ex-
perience in building 
the new Coquitlam 
campus. Mr. Atkinson 
describes the Col-
lege's support of the 
project as "very sup-
portive". A new plan-
ning committee has 
been struck, consist-
ing of representatives 
from both groups. 
Chaired by Julian 
Smit, DCSS Treas-
urer, the group con-
sists of DCSS Presi-
dent Troy Townsend, DCSS Business 
Manager Merrilyn Houlihan, College 
Bursar Peter Greenwood, College Stu-
dent Services Administrator Al 
Atkinson, College Facilities Director 
Terry Leonard, and College Chief Ac-
countant Karen Meynes. Meeting are 
currently scheduled from 8 to 9 A.M. 
Thursday mornings. Unfortunately, the 
last several meetings have been can-
celled due to an illness in Mr. Smit's 
family, making him unable to attend. 
There has been no indication as 
of yet as to a projected schedule or com-
pletion date, but Mr. Atkinson seems 
very positive that things will start roll-
ing soon after the DCSS and the Col-
lege have signed a letter of intent to 
work together. Mr. Atkinson states that 
the project delay to this time should be 
contributed to the time factor in accu-
mulating enough money in the SUB 
fund to begin the project. 
Stay tuned for coverage of the 
SUB project in future issues. 
.. 
Disection Feature 
A&e· 
SPORTS 
Volunteer Failure 
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you think parking • IS bad now? 
Larco Investments has big plans for quay parking lot 
By Niki Townsend 
Plans are underway to develop the 
parking lot east of the New West Quay. 
The mega-development project under-
taken by Larco Investments will include 
5 residential towers as well as 30 
townhouses. That will mean I 000 new 
housing units right in the heart of New 
Westminster. 
The development will include 
I728 ,parking spaces, however 1500 of 
these are designated for housing, 86 
spaces are for the proposed Fraser River 
Discovery Centre, leaving a mere 132 
spaces on site for the shoppers at the 
New West Quay. 
On the average weekday the Quay 
can have up to 7500 shoppers, many of 
whom drive there. 
Als~ included in 
the development is the 
Fraser River Discovery 
Center, a museum 
which will tell the story 
of the Fraser River. The 
developer has donated 
the space required for 
the Centre . It is ex -
pected to become a 
major tourist attraction 
comparable to Science 
World, however only 
86 parking spaces have 
been allocated for it. 
The Quayside 
Residents Association and the Queens 
Park Residents Association are critics 
of the plan. They argue that the project 
will raise density downtown to an un-
acceptable level. 
The development is expected to 
increase the population of New West by 
1600 people ac-
volved rezoned from a C-4 zoning to a 
C-4A zoning. 
Under the new C-4A zoning by-
law, the developer would be allowed to 
make the buildings taller. Previously the 
height of build-
cording to The City 
of New Westmin-
ster's figures. That 
would increase 
population in the 
downtown area by 
23%. 
Traffic con-
gestion may be-
come a serious 
consideration , 
The development will 
include 1728 parking 
spaces ... leaving a 
mere 132 spaces on 
site for the shoppers at 
the New West Quay. 
ings limited from 
90-255 feet. Un-
der the new zon-
ing bylaw, Larco 
would be allowed 
to build anywhere 
between 187-295 
foot buildings. 
Other changes 
in the new zoning 
however the developer claims that they 
will pay for any needed traffic improve-
ments. 
Larco has applied to the City of 
New Westminster to have the land in-
bylaw would al-
low the developer to increase the 
number of units per building while de-
creasing the size of the parking spaces. 
A public hearing will be 
held on Monday, No-
vember 28 at 7 :00pm 
concerning the re-zon-
ing application . The 
meeting will take place 
at New West City Hall. 
Anyone who feels that 
they will be affected by 
the rezoning application 
is encouraged to attend. 
If you are unable to at-
tend the meeting but 
would still like your 
voice to be heard, fill 
out the form provided 
and mail it in or drop it off at New West 
City Hall. 
~-----------------, 
Westminster_Q"uay_P-roject 
SURVEY 
I DO NOT Support the appli-
cation to rezone the 600-800 
blocks of front street 
I DO Support the application 
to rezone the 600-800 blocks 
of front street 
Mail or fax to: 
MAYOR 
Coorportation of the City of New Westminster 
511 Royal Avenue 
New West, B.C. V3L 1 H9 
I 
I 
I 
I 
L-----------------~ 
H1. UM, Will vou BRING ME tJJCOfii- Students unite to protest social refo 
._?R~ 1G2Q,,,GTHER:.PREss Ten thousand students organize against Axworthy 
55 - 8th Street, 
New Westminster, B.C. 
V3M 3N9 
(604) 526-7935 
15 % off for students with valid student ld 
by Gavin Kerr 
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New West MP visits Douglas 
Reform party member Dan Forseth shares his views on political life 
by Scott Simmer He believes his decision making in 
Parliament should be decided by 
Reform Party member Dan being extremely informed on public 
Canada's official opposition party 
[the Reform Party is now within one 
seat of the position]. One particular 
Party caters to 
Forseth, Member of Parliament for opinion, taking -------------• objective 
Forseth be-
lieves should 
happen is 
that the con-
fairs giving 
m o n e y 
hand over 
fist to inde-
pendent In-
dian bands 
is helping 
the situa-
"white Chris-
tians" and is 
"racist". 
New Westminster, came to Douglas into consideration 
to share some thoughts with a po- "the general reac-
litical science class on Thursday, tion of the man on 
November 10. In the Political Sci- the street" and 
ence 120 class taught by Marlene taking up every 
Handcock, Mr. Forseth had the op- possible opportu-
portunity to speak about RefQrm nity to "come out 
party politics and what is like to be and speak with 
a MP. the public on oc-
Mr. ForS~eth- covered several cas ions such as 
subjects in his talk, one area was de- this one." He also 
scribing his personal views on poli- delivered several 
"I don't think the 
Department of Indian 
Affairs giving money 
hand over fist to 
independent Indian 
bands is helping the 
situation" 
s tit uti on tion". He 
should be went fur-
amended so ther to de-
that MP's scribe a 
would have p o s sib 1 e 
to swear an outcome of 
oath of loy- the ongoing 
Mr. Forseth 
was brought to 
the class on ex-
tremely short 
notice thanks to 
the efforts of 
DCSS Presi-
dent Troy 
Townsend, who 
is also a student 
in the class. 
ticians. He remarked that he objectives of the Reform party as 
"doesn't see himself as a politician." they creep slowly toward becoming 
' ·· 
Straight out of a 1985 back issue ... things never change 
or 
Want To Save the World? 
There is a club on campus where views, and they get a chance to air them 
major world issues are discussed. The here." 
United Nations Club meets at the New The Club sponsors speakers and 
West Campus every Monday at 4:00pm debates on a full range of issues. "Right 
in room 1809. now we're trying to organize a dialogue 
Club Vice President of communi- on what's taking place in the Middle 
cations Candice Cliff says " It East, " says Cliff. 
'sa safe place to talk about some pretty For more information on the Club, 
controversial issues. We see it every day drop by room 1809 Mondays at 4:00 
in the news, but we sort of live it at the pm, or leave a note for the club in the 
Club-students have many diverse Student Society Office. 
The Other Press 
comes out to Pl~y 
By Paul Andrew 
On Thursday, November 17, between 
the hours of 10:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.(or 
as close to that time as we can muster), 
the Other Press writing staff and pro-
duction crew will be setting up shop in 
the main concourse area at Douglas 
College's New West campus. 
Here is the chance you have all 
been waiting for. The opportunity to talk 
to some of the faces , behind the names, 
that regularly appear on the paper that 
has a huge influence over the student 
body in general. 
This is an excellent time for those 
of you who would like to become part 
of the exciting world of journalism. 
There is also a lot of opportunity for 
graphic artists, photo buffs and produc-
tion and advertising people. 
There is no need to search us out 
in room 1 020 (as we have suggested be-
fore now), because we will be hard to 
miss, larger than life and in your face, 
right on the concourse floor. 
So don't be shy! Come over and 
speak to the staff of the Other Press. 
Your path in life will most certainly be 
altered forever. 
alty to treaty ne-
Canada specifically, instead of the gotiations 
current oath being taking only to the with BC 
Queen herself. tribes by 
Mr. Forseth fielded questions in the NDP 
the second half of the two hour government 
class, including a tough rebuke to a as develop-
question on the Re-
Comments af-
ter the event de-
scribed Mr. 
Forseth as hav-
ing done a good 
job relaying 
what his job 
was like and informing the class of 
several of the major issues the Re-
form party is currently pursing . The 
class would like to thank Mr. 
Forseth for sharing his time. 
form Party stance concerning Abo- ing "small, ghettoized areas around 
riginal Affairs. In his answer, Mr. BC" which generated considerable 
Forseth made the comment "I don't debate throughout the class, even 
think the Department of Indian Af- generating a remark that the Reform 
Editor's note - The author and The 
Other Press appologize to Mr. Forseth 
and Ms. Handcock as a situation in-
volving photo rights may have dis-
rupted the event. 
·· You ~can -take ~control 
of genital herpes 
... and your life 
Coping with recurrent symptoms 
such as itching or burning pain, 
tingling, sores, or even localized 
redness in or near the genital 
area has never been easy. Add 
to this the emotional impact of 
guilt, resentment, depression ... 
a disruption of daily life. 
Advances in medical research 
now enable you to do some-
thing about genital herpes out-
breaks. A greater understanding 
· of genital herpes- plus the 
availability of affordable treat-
ments, and counselling- can 
help you get your life essentially 
back to normal and potentially 
keep outbreaks out of the picture 
for years. 
To confidentially learn more 
about reducing the severity and 
frequency of genital herpes 
outbreaks, and minimizing the 
risk of transmission through 
safe sex guidelines. contact the 
National Herpes Hotline. 
CALL 1-800-HSV-FACS 
1-800-478-3227 
And consult your physician 
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Cruising the queer internet 
Here is some information that you can't get at Douglas ... 
OP Note: This piece was run to pro-
vide an example of what kind of infor-
mation other univeristy/post secondary 
school students have access to. Most 
institutions provide Internet. accounts 
for their students. Douglas does not. We 
at the Other Press have provided our-
selves with access and would be happy 
to show other students how you to might 
grab your own Internet accounts. Come 
visit and inquire. 
MONTREAL (CUP) - Hidden 
among the many conventional as well 
as obscure lanes of today's ' Informa-
tion Highway' lies an electronic road-
way paved with pink concrete and 
painted with rainbow-co loured lane 
markers. Like any other section of our 
society, part of the Internet is gay. 
The Internet, the common name 
for the vast system of inter-connected 
computer networks spanning the globe, 
has become increasingly accessible to 
everyday people. 
Anyone with a computer and a 
possess enough interest in a particular 
topic or issue to spend the time learn-
ing how to set up and maintain their 
modem, a piece 
of hardware that 
lets your compu-
ter send and re-
ceive informa-
tion over com-
mon telephone 
lines, can dial in 
and "surf the 
'net" to explore 
thousands of 
electronic nooks 
and crannies, and 
to download in-
- ------------ own personal 
Anyone with a 
computer and a 
modem ... can dial in 
and "surf the 'net" to 
explore thousands of 
electronic nooks and 
crannies, 
electronic library. 
The open and 
often free nature 
of the Internet 
makes it perfectly 
suited to act as an 
electronic back-
bone for grass-
roots movements 
that traditionally 
have had diffi-
culty staying 
afloat through the 
formation on everything from classical 
music to nasal hair. 
expensive techniques of the conven-
tional media. 
The electronic rooms on the 'net 
are created and maintained by everyday 
people without specific professional ties 
to the Internet. These people merely 
In "Crashing the System," an arti-
cle in the June/July 1993 issue of Out 
magazine, Michelangelo Signorile fore-
casted a future in which members of the 
The Douglas College United Nations Association 
4p 
Proudly Presents 
N\TE 
It's our Birthday! 
Is it yours? 
We're celebrating 20 years in New Westminster and 
want to celebrate with you! If it's-your birthday between 
Nov 16 and Nov 30, we'll buy you a spaghetti dinner_ 
50- 8th Street, New Westminster, B.C. 
524-9788 
queer community around the country 
and around the world assemble in elec-
tronic, 'virtual' meeting places, using 
modem information technology. 
"Your video display terminal is a 
battleground. Your weapon is a modem. 
Your ammunition, electronic mail. On 
computer bulletin-board services, you 
rally the troops. You drop in on several 
'electronic cafes,' where dozens of 
queers exchange news, information, and 
instructions," Signorile wrote. 
"Press another button and you re-
ceive your customized electronic news-
paper. All the news about gay issues and 
your other favourite topics from gay and 
mainstream newspapers around the 
country and the world is downloaded 
onto your screen. You punch in a code 
and get your own personalized AIDS 
update, complete with current informa-
ti-on on drug research and drug trials." 
Signorile's description of the future was 
not that far off the mark. A queer lane 
of the information highway exists. 
The Queer Resources Directory 
Interested in a list of mainstream 
movies with same-sex content? How 
about a weekly list of TV shows with 
gay, lesbian, other sexual minority, and 
gay/straight AIDS themes? 
Or how about an 'Out List' of lit-
erally hundreds of out famous and semi-
"Your video display 
terminal is a 
battleground. Your 
weapon is a modem. 
famous queers? Perhaps you are look-
ing for Gay and Lesbian Alliance 
Ae:~inst n~f:~m:~tion n~wsletters? What 
about a list of openly queer elected and 
appointed officials in the U.S .? 
This is a small sample of the in-
formation files you can find in the 
"Queer Resources Directory," an elec-
tronic library containing news clip-
pings, political contact information, 
newsletters, essays, images and mega-
bytes of other information of interest to 
the queer community. 
Originally established in 1991 as 
an electronic archive for Queer Nation, 
the directory now receives more than 
I 00,000 requests for access per month 
from 'net surfers around the world. 
In March 1994, the resource li-
brary's all-volunteer staff formed a mis-
sion statement, which mandates the di-
rectory's existence as "an electronic re-
search library specifically dedicated to 
sexual minorities- groups which have 
traditionally been labelled as 'queer' 
and are systematically discriminated 
against." 
The Electronic Newsstand 
In a corner of the Internet contain-
ing electronic versions of mainstream 
magazines like Maclean's, you can also 
find electronic archives of national 
queer publications like Out magazine 
and I 0 Percent magazine. 
These libraries usually contain the 
full text of major articles from the most 
current issues, as well as archives of 
past issues. Yo!! can access the elec-
tronic newsstand using gopher at 
gopher.Internet.com. 
HIV I AIDS Information 
The National Institute of Health 
(NIH) in the U.S. runs an information 
server containing a vast amount of data 
on HIV and AIDS. Topics include test-
ing and diagnosis, treatment options, 
centres for disease control statistics 
(updated daily), and information about 
AIDS-related organizations. You can 
connect to the NIH infoserver using 
gopher at odie.niaid.nih.gov. 
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Volunteer 
Generation X apathy as 
viewed from the fourth floor 
by Trent Ernst 
Apathy is a social disease; every-
one is affected by it. 
vast majority walk past, uncaring, or 
perhaps unwilling. 
There is a 
The Other Press 
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fair flunks 
the volunteer responds in kind. Perhaps 
he is deaf himself. Perhaps he is just 
proficient in sign language. It doesn't 
matter. 
He approaches because he shares 
a common bond with the people behind 
the booths. How many others share this 
bond? Not 
many. 
Taken by her enthusi-
asm, I approach. 
"I'm actually doing 
research for a project." 
She says when I ask her 
about the Volunteer fair. 
7 
Consider the volunteer fair held 
here on November 8th. Volunteer or-
ganizations from around the lower 
mainland came to Douglas searching for 
new volunteers. The response was posi-
tively underwhelming. 
I watch as people of all ages and 
backgrounds walk by, not noticing, or 
pretending not to notice the booths and 
tables that ring the concourse floor. A 
few take note, and slow to read the signs 
then pass, their curiosity satiated. 
slight flurry of ac-
tivity around the 
Deaf Children's So-
ciety booth. "It's 
the cookies." says 
the woman behind 
the table promi-
nently displaying 
books, literature, 
and the aforemen-
"Last year by this 
time we had fifteen 
or twenty people 
volunteer. This year, 
we've had five." 
Yet proficiency 
is not a prereq-
uisite to be a 
volunteer. 
"What we really 
need volunteers 
for is Bingo 
night. You don't 
She is not planning 
on volunteering with 
any of the organizations 
from the fair, though she 
assures me she would, if 
she had more time. She 
has nothing but praise 
for the volunteer organi-
zations. 
She talks about the 
personal wellness, and 
community wellness 
A very few inspect the booths from 
a distance. Fewer still approach. The 
tioned refreshments. Her co-volunteer 
agrees. "Last year by this time we had 
fifteen or twenty people volunteer. This 
year, we've had five." 
As I leave the kiosk someone else 
approaches. He signs a greeting, and 
need to know 
how to sign." 
One person (just one) makes the 
round. I watch as she approaches every 
booth, chatting amiably with the peo-
ple behind the tables. Her hands over-
flow with pamphlets and business cards. 
that can be found in volunteering - she 
herself -already does volunteer work at 
a daycare. 
I leave her in the cafeteria, pon-
dering her words. Community well ness; 
personal wellness can be found through 
volunteering. If this is so, then the com-
munity here at Douglas is sick, inflicted 
with the most contagious social disease 
of all. 
Maclean•s prints phony ·what•s Hot, What•s Not• list 
Student newspaper fabricates 
campus fads in 11token 11 survey 
by Tracy Hitchcock 
OTTAWA (CUP)- When they 
submitted a phoney list of what's hot 
and what's not on campus to 
Maclean's magazine as part of its 
university survey, the staff at York 
University's newspaper, the 
excalibur, didn't think it would ac-
tually make it to print. 
Maclean's sent a fax to student 
newspapers at 51 universities across 
the country and asked them to make 
a Jist of "what's hot and what's not" 
on their respective campuses. 
The staff of the E xcalibur 
thought the request was just a "to-
ken offering" to appease those who 
had criticized Maclean's in the past 
for not getting enough student in-
put for the issue, said Catharine 
Soukeroff, the paper's editor-in-
chief. 
Soukeroff said the newspaper's 
staff wanted to "send a message" 
about what they thought of the re-
quest. She said she "definitely" 
didn't think the bogus list would 
make it to print. 
"We were sitting around and we 
were saying, 'Wouldn't it be funny 
1f they printed it'!' - but we ex-
pected they would fact-check it." 
Seven things were published in 
Maclean's as "what's hot" at York 
University. Five are false. 
For e~ample, there are no vir-
tual-reality semi-
Arts Library is actually the Nellie 
Langford Women's Studies Library 
- there is no visual arts library at 
all. 
In the "what's not" section, sev-
eral other en-
nars at York, no ------------- tries are false. 
breast-feeding fa-
cilities for student 
moms and no mas-
ter's degree in 
creative writing 
(that program was 
actually cut last 
'Wouldn't it be funny 
if they printed it?'-
but we expected they 
would fact-check it." 
For example, 
the list says 
York's radio 
station "plays 
too much clas-
sic rock." It ac-
year in a storm of controversy). 
Soukeroff also said there is no 
new makeshift theatre, as the paper 
told Maclean's, only "an old one and 
it's falling apart." 
And the Nellie Langford Visual 
tually plays 
only hip hop and airs talk shows. 
Also false were statements that 
there is not enough convenience 
food on campus and not enough liq-
uor-licensed establishments. 
According to the list, the "hot 
hangout" on campus is Mac's Well 
Pub. "It's a closet with a table and 
it doesn't even have a liquor li-
cence," Soukeroff said. 
One excalibur staff member 
said Maclean's did call to fact-check 
some items, but obviously didn't do 
a thorough job. 
When asked how information in 
the "What's Hot, What's Not" sec-
tion was verified, Maclean's educa-
tion editor Victor Dwyer says facts 
were checked as they would be with 
any story. 
"But we also assume that other 
journalists would tell us the truth, 
just as you are assuming that I am 
telling you the truth," Dwyer said. 
Chicago 
%night 
NIIU IUI!fMIN!fl~'! 
'ARW HIADQUARIIRI!! 
HON'S WUN-TUN HOUSE LTD. p R E S E N T S 
408 -6th Street, New Westminster 
520-6661 
FREE DELIVERY 
Minimum Order $12.00 
Delivery Hours From 5:00 P.M. 
(Please place your order half hour before closing.) 
Open 7 Days A Week 
Sunday· Thursday 11:00 A.M.· 9:30P.M. 
Friday· Saturday 11:00 A.M.· 10:00 P.M. 
THANK YOU 
Orher Locahor-.s to Serve You! 
268 Keefer Street, Vancouver 
280 Keefer Street, Vancouver 
288 Pender Street, Vancouver 
461 Powell Street, Vancouver 
4600 #3 Road, Richmond 
$TUDENf 
$AVER 
NIGHT!! 
Featuring the 
absolute BEST 
prices in town! 
EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT!! 
Blow ~our min~ wit~out ~lowin~ ~our rent c~e~ue! 
--· ------·------ -·----- -----·--------~ - We know that people can't afford to go out -~ every night, especially if you're a student. That's whY, I ':!'e've created a special night designed just for you!~ 
DANCE DANCE DANCE 
To the fabulous lights and sound of 
D.}. Richie Rich that Son-of-a-Bitch 
laying the songs that make you tvvitc 
COLLEGE PLACE HOTEL 
740 Carnarvon St. New Westminster 
Info: 521-3757 
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Walking the 
Which side 
Within the biology program, a practice has lo 
This practice has been called both practical and inhumane, both "c~ 
Two OP'ers explore the alternativ 
Which side of the 
live and let live 
the CONS of dissection 
by Holly Keyes 
Here little piggy, here piggy, piggy! 
Look at that cute little pig, curly tail 
and pinkish-brown skin. Notice his stout 
little nose and his precious beady eyes. 
See his stubby wee legs and those big 
floppy ears. 
Now, just as you start to 
think of a name for thi s 
little fellow, take 
throat. 
that sca l-
pe l, slice th rough 
its cheek and down to the 
Hey, what's your problem? Hun-
dreds of students do it every semester at 
Douglas College alone. To facilitate these 
dissections, which have been repeated 
thousands of times, hundreds of feta l pigs 
must be terminated early. 
A biology laboratory has many re-
sources available that allow students to 
learn the material without actually doing 
dissections. Instead of doing physical 
vivisections, one can watch a video, 
read a textbook and/or docu-
mentation, look at dis-
play pictures, 
or review 
manual dia-
grams and descriptions. 
The option of not doing the dissec-
tion wasn't available until recently. A few 
students , for various reasons, com-
plained about having to perform these 
crude autopsies. Presently, students who 
don't participate in the actual dissections 
are still evaluated on the material. If one 
or two students per class can manage 
without these post-mortem surgeries, 
why can' t the rest? 
Student complaints about dissec-
tions may come from beliefs ranging 
from animal rights to environmental con-
cerns. There may also be those students 
that have personal reasons, such as 
squeamishness, that interfere with their 
ability to execute a necropsy. In fact, there 
are many students who react even more 
severely. 
Many students decide not to take 
Biology courses at all because of carcass 
dissections. While they may be an inte-
gral part of biological research as a whole, 
dissections are not at all 
necessary for a first year 
student. As well , first 
year students may. not 
continue their educa-
tion in biology and 
the fewer people 
doing dissections, 
the less waste re-
sults . If a stu -
dent still has an 
interest in bi-
ology after 
th ei r sec-
ond- or 
t hird-
y e a r 
courses, 
they sure ly 
II 0 and I 00 students in Biology 203 are 
scheduled to doth~ fetal pig dissections 
each semester. 
These numbers translate into 
about 250 pig slicers per major 
semester. That totals more than 500 
dead fetal pigs per year for Douglas 
College alone. 
students that need to familiarize them-
selves in depth with the body and 
anatomy need dissect. 
By the end of the first biology 
course, a student doesn ' t have enough 
information to fully understand all the 
parts of the body. The overview provided 
by introductory 
Imagine how 
many piglet-to-
be's are 
dissected each 
year at all the 
colleges and 
universities in 
the area. And 
Canada wide ... 
Apart from 
the sheer num-
bers of wasted 
animal life is the 
... more than 500 
dead fetal pigs. 
per year at 
Douglas College 
alone ... 
courses doesn ' t 
warrant the waste 
of an animal on 
dissection. A stu-
dent just doesn't 
get enough out of 
the procedure. 
Our system 
needs to 
evolve 
financial cost of so many dissections. The 
cost of buying the pigs, training the staff 
to teach dissections, and required special-
ized material such as gloves, scalpels, 
trays, pins, formaldehyde, etc. adds to the 
already high price of education. 
wi ll be better able to Watch and learn ... 
It has been proposed that evolution 
of a given species can be studied thorugh 
continuous dissection of that species. 
Gi ven, though, that an individual speci-
men wi ll not display population-wide 
variations, especially if multiple speci-
mens born of the same mother are ex-
amined. Besides, first-year students are 
unlikely to discover slight changes in a 
species which may point to evolutionary 
development. 
both hand le dissections and jus-
tify the death of the animal. 
On the other hand, some people 
consider the dissections a major part of 
their decision to take biology. For these 
students, dissections actually intrigue and 
motivate. Obviously, this is a good thing, 
but students with this outlook will take 
the higher level courses anyway. 
The moral implications of taking a 
small animal that may have been termi-
nated before it was born, bred to be ki lled 
or purchased to be experimented on, are 
staggering. 
The whole argument of specieism 
(ie. the equivalent of species-to-species 
" racism") begs many 
questions : what 
makes humans think 
that we're more im-
portant than other 
animals? And, 
subsequently , 
why should we 
just be able to 
terminate 
those ani-
mals for our 
purposes? 
Is it worth it? 
What do we get from commercial 
dissections? The use of animals is gen-
erally condoned for research with regards 
to human or animal health, environmen-
tal concerns, finding causes and cures for 
new diseases, etc. Some unacceptable 
uses are for testing chemicals and beauty 
products. Animal testing can benefit both 
mankind and the animal kingdom if done 
responsibly and with great care. 
Testing on animals for new cures 
for diseases is a "necessary evil" to help 
our society combat problems, both health 
and environmental, that we have created. 
At this level of education, however, stu-
dents are far from discovering new cures. 
Approximately 160 students in Biology 
Specimens preserved in ajar may 
not be the best way to learn about living 
creatures and their systems, but when 
used with models, pictures and video they 
can be very effective. For example, on 
one video you can hear the ripping of skin 
and tissue and breaking of bones in the 
chest of a pig. 
Carolina Supply, a major scientific 
specimen supplier, breeds and aborts the 
pigs for shipment to universities and col-
leges all over North America (in-
cluding Doug-
las College). It 
should be 
noted that 
while Carolina 
Supply 
doesn't kill the 
mothers, the 
continued im-
pregnation 
and abortion 
of any organ-
ism is clearly 
inhumane 
treatment. 
Who 
should 
cut the 
bacon? 
These changes can be shown effec-
tively with models and diagrams. Leave 
the dissec tion to find evolutionary 
changes. to the professional biologists. 
Given the ethical, financial, envi-
ronmental, and moral implications of dis-
sections, especially at a first year level, it 
is obvious that the practice should, much 
like the pigs that have been involved, be 
terminated. 
Dissec-
tions should 
be left to the 
second or 
third year stu-
dents, stu-
dents of medi-
cine, zoology 
and forensic 
anthropology 
as well as pro-
fessional sci-
enti sts. Only Kiona Hartl (left). Abdi Hussain (middle) and "Dr. Al i" Tootc 
and study a quail, an organism with a very different interr 
- ----------
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azor's edge 
re you on? 
place which is now getting a second look. 
"disgusting." Either could be right. Neither is necessarily wrong. 
, and it's up to you to decide: 
are you on? 
--- the cutting edge 
e PROS of dissection 
Over the past few decades, any stu-
taking science courses focusing on 
_,•v•v~~ .r have become familiar with the 
dissection. 
Are you one of the many who find 
thinking of that word with a 
iolently churning stomach?You 
ldn' t be. Dissections of vertebrates 
invertebrates provide an effective 
tool- a 3-D image of the in-class 
Some people may think of dissec-
as a chance for blood hungry juve-
to have their sick way with an 
mal. But be warned. Do not confuse 
••as~)iring biologists, researchers, zoolo-
or college professors with the kids 
n the alley whom you may have seen 
- ·•v' ""'""' a cat. These people are often 
~><uu • ·""' organisms by way of dissection 
ri menta ti on , t o di scove r 
new about our world. 
Y ou may be wondering why would 
anyone want to support dissections. 
With dissections, students learn 
• "u<Ju' animal anatomy and have a better 
understanding of the relationship be-
tween human beings and lower organ-
isms. 
"It's important to make the connec-
tion," Gerda Krause, a biology professor 
Langara College, emphasized to her 
first year Biology class at Langara Col-
lege, "Vertebrates are different. Differ-
ent vertebrates do different things." 
Thus, different structures and organs are 
present to perform the tasks that are 
unique to the particular species. Dissec-
tions display these differences. 
The majority of students find that 
photographs provide only a two-dimen-
sional view of theory. This is not nearly 
as effective as performing the dissections 
themselves. During a dissection, students 
see how the systems fit together within 
the body. 
"Dissections 
are the most effec-
gery techniques. 
"Nurses would be performing mi-
nor surgery like removing stitches. A zo-
ologist working on environment control 
will take sample organisms [from the 
area] to dissect and examine the tissues," 
says Allen Billy of the Douglas College 
Biology Department. 
Also, consider this . If your pet 
needed surgery in an emergency situa-
tion, would you not want the veterinarian 
to have had the 
tive way of learn-
ing information," 
Krause explained. 
"Up until the dis-
section, it's only 
;heoretical knowl-
edge, but after-
wards the students 
get a better feeling 
and understanding 
"Dissections are 
not simply ripping 
apart the animal 
and spreading it 
experience in 
handling some-
thing similar to 
your beloved pet? 
Would you prefer 
a veterinarian 
trained only with 
a cat in a jar or on 
a computer 
screen? Having out.'' 
of the [whole pic-
ture]." 
Some argue that a single specimen, 
carefully dissected and placed in a bottle 
of formaldehyde is sufficient fo r study 
purposes. But what can one really learn 
about the skin and skeletal system of an 
organism that is placed into ajar? 
Well, dissections show how differ-
ent types of skin are layered. As well , the 
skeleton displayed is actually protecting 
the organs, whereas in a photo or a 
canned specimen, the bones need to be 
removed before one can have a clear look 
at the animals' internal organs. This 
visual aid will provide an overall picture 
of the textbook's theory. 
Just as 
aspiring bota-
nists must dis-
sect plants, as-
piring zoolo-
gists and medi-
cal students 
must dissect 
specimens if 
they wish to 
work with live 
animals in the 
future. 
Dissec-
tions are an in-
troduction to 
cutting things 
up. 
F o r 
those who 
want to be-
come sur-
geons, doctors, 
nurses, zoolo-
gists or 
veterinarians, 
g' dissections 
0 'd 
.5 provt e an op-
portunity for 
experience and 
practice for 
tuning fi ne 
motor ski li s. 
di ssec ted and 
studied the very 
animal that requires surgical attention, 
the surgeon wi ll be able to do so with a 
sound mind. 
At the poi nt of su rge ry, a 
veterinarian has no time to deal with the 
first-time jitters. Thi s normally consists 
of poking and prodding wi th a scalpel in 
one hand, and holding their nose. Thus, 
there are animal benefits in all of this as 
well as human benefits. 
Most importantly, dissections assist 
students in a variety of ways. 
Billy notes, "Students will become 
better at observation." 
Once a student is enlightened by 
something new - seeing the egg and egg 
yolks in various stages of development 
inside a quai l for example, the level of 
interest and motivation will increase. 
Dissections at the first-year college 
level serves as the beginning of a stu-
dent's medical scientific education. This 
building block is an important part of the 
foundation that students need to master 
before they can build on known fact. 
Biologists may become involved in 
fields like ecology, conservation, environ-
mental control or agriculture. Dissections 
are anything but nonexistent in those ca-
reers. Billy gives an example of how dis-
sections are present in agriculture. If a 
cow belonging to a dairy farmer dies, then 
s/he will most likely open up the cow to 
find out the cause and to see if it is some-
thing that will affect the remainder of his 
cows. Looking at the organs or tissues, 
the farmer can see why the cow died. 
"Dissections are not simply ripping 
apart the animal and spreading it out," 
warns Billy. "There is minor surgery, tis-
sue collections and birth prophecies [in-
volved] and ... just anything." 
And just how good are the proposed 
alternatives to dissections? 
Several alternatives to dissections 
have been proposed, including compu-
ter simulation, plastic models and speci-
mens in formaldehyde. 
How will we detect evolution? 
ght) take advantage of the opportunity to dissect 
. "It's a good learning medium," says Hartl. 
Doctors & sur- Take note that evolution does oc-
geon s c an cur. Changes in animal systems will not 
work on sur- be detected by the plastic models or 
canned specimens. And no matter how 
sophisticated the simulation. something 
new will always turn up. Only by con-
tinuously dissecting will stu-
dents see how evolution oc-
curs. 
Graphics and pho-
tos in books and com-
puters most likely show 
the organ or tissue in 
the ideal conditions, 
but not everything 
in an organism is 
perfect. For ex-
ample , a cat 
could have two 
spleens in-
stead of one. 
" We 
can learn 
to appre-
c ia te 
biologi-
c a I 
vari-
a -
tion," 
Mr. Billy em-
phasized. "The prob-
lem with all those [alterna-
tives] is that they are one step removed. 
The student is not working with the rea l 
tissues and all the representation is al-
ready interpreted. Basical ly somebody 
else's view is given and it is not neces-
sarily the real thing." 
Biology students often find that dis-
sections are really the begin-
ning of their understanding 
of the physical bodies of 
Mother Earth's organ-
isms. Weeks and weeks 
of theory and prepara-
tion draw together to 
make sense of every-
thing about the ani-
mal system, from 
respiration to cir-
culation to diges-
tion and vari-
ous other sys-
tems. 
B 
continuing 
w i t h 
more 
a n d 
more dis-
sections, a student 
attains an understanding of 
biological variation sees and a con-
nection between animals and humans. 
The changes due to evolution are con-
tinuously discovered. 
Learning and practice comes at a 
cost. For the future of humankind and 
animal kind alike, millions will benefit' 
from discoveries made today- the death 
of some animals for dissection is a small 
price to pay. 
9 
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It's that time again, folks ... Here's a look at what's happened in the 
NHL in the past two weeks . 
After just twelve games this season, Wayne Gretzky quit the Kings 
to become, as he puts it, "the best durned gardener this state has ever 
seen ... " After a slow start, the Great One has managed to cultivate quite 
the little green patch. Reports from LA are that Janet had been whining 
that Wayne never brought her that rose garden he always promised. The 
Kings are 3-15, good for last place in the Western Conference. 
Gerry "Geriatrix" Cheevers is still performing miracles since his 
comeback in the Boston Bruins' net. Still undefeated, Cheevers cites 
"good clean livin' and three kiwi fruit a day" as his secret to success. 
After 18 games, the 53-year old Cheevers has given up just six goals. 
Vancouver forward Sergio Momesso has been trucked down to the 
minors after a huge blunder in a 6-5 overtime loss to San Jose. After 
intercepting an Igor Larionov pass, Momesso rumbled in all alone, and 
used a dazzling move to put the puck where grandma keeps the short-
bread. The problem? He scored on teammate Kirk MacLean, who only 
minutes before had stopped a Pat Falloon penalty shot. Big Serge de-
clined comment on the new job posting, but maintains that he was "sure 
MacLean had been traded weeks ago ... " 
Florida Panther John Vanbiesbrouck, apparently upset over 
Cheevers stealing all the goaltender-related press so far this season 
(Vanbiesbruouck boasts a 12-4 record, normally a huge story for a goalie 
on a two-year club), has applied to changed his name to "Great Save 
Vanny." Crying and sniffling, Vanbiesbruock chokes, "for God's sake, 
somebody pay attention to me ... " 
League commissioner Gary Dettman admitted this week that he 
still has no idea what that icing rule is all about, how the heck the refs 
decide who gets what penalty, and wants someone to explain why he 
needs to let those malts sit for a few minutes before he tries to eat them. 
Brandishing one of those wooden malt mini-spoons, Bettman threat-
ened to hold his breath until his demands were met. Presently, he is a 
dark maroon colour, and quite frankly, no one cares. 
The Montreal Canadiens have released every player on their roster, 
and admitted that they have, in reality, never truly existed. Former Hab 
shyster and present Dallas Star GM/coach Bob Gainey was relieved to 
finally be able to speak the truth. "It was all done with mirrors. I mean 
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Marc Destrube - baroque violin 
Martha Brickman - harpsichord 
October 27 
A Noon At New West Concert 
by Trent Ernst 
come on, do you think anyone real could have done what that Dryden Regular readers of the Noon 
guy did?" 
at New West reviews may notice a Lastly, an update on the Gino Odjick situation: still in the midst of 
a 30-game suspension for spearing a referee, Odjick has announced his decided emphasis placed on 
retirement from the game of football. "1 just don ' t feel the Lions need performer's mannerisms and stage 
me any more," Odjick stated to reporters. When asked what colour the presence, almost to the exclusion of 
sky was in his world, Odjick replied, "roast beef with Yorkshire pud- the music. I find if fascinating how 
ding, preferably in July." great musicians present great music, 
Keep watching this space for NHL updates, and once a month, win- and all the performers so far at the 
--=~n~e~rs~w~in~n~e~rs~~~· ;in;;nieriisiioiif~piiriiiziies~priiiziieiis~p;n~· z:;es;:!~~~~~~~~~~~ Noon concerts have been great 
1 musicians. 
.. .in addition to: 
Black Dog Billiard Cafe 
983 Carnarvon Street 
New Westmmster 
B.C. V3M 1G2 
1604! 524-2499 
15°/o OFF with Student I.D. 
25°/o OFF with Student Membership 
A great place for 
coff~e, pool, and 
a whole lot 
more ... 
Open early 'til late, 7 days a week 
ESPRESSO BAR • SNOOKER • POOL 
- . 
Take Marc Destrube as an 
example. Here is a man who works 
is in demand on both sides of the 
Atlantic as a baroque and as a 
modern violinist -two wildly 
different forms of music, both in style 
and presentation. His list of credits 
is laudable, if not downright 
impressive. During his Thursday 
afternoon performance here at the 
College Marc performed three 
Sonata's for Violin and Harpsichord 
by J.S. Bach, along with another 
stellar performer, Martha Brickman. 
Watching Marc play, I was 
fascinated by the nuances of his 
performance- they way he would hit 
the high notes with his eyebrows, or 
the way that he would emphasize a 
passionate run by rocking forward 
onto his toes. It is these quirks of 
the performer that make live classical 
music so fascinating, even above the 
exceptional quality of the music. 
Having said that, I will now 
contradict myself. I love the sound 
of the Harpsichord, and I would have 
not minded at all if Martha Brickman 
had oePn giving a solo recital. I 
cannot comment on her stage 
presence (the violinist stood directly 
in front of her for the entire concert), 
but the music! Oh, the music. 
During the harpsichord solo in 
Bach's Sonata in G Major, BMV 
1019, I closed my eyes and was 
transported. A great performance by 
a pair of great performers. 
November 16, 1994 
DouGLAS CoLLEGE FACULTY CoNCERT 
October 28 
by Trent Ernst 
What?You expect me to review this? 
Some of these people give me marks, you 
know. Needless to say it was an enjoyable 
evening, and all the performers were great. 
Now, don't you wish you'd been there? 
Kathryn Cernauskas- Flute 
November 11 
A Noon at New West Review 
by Trent Ernst 
Flautist Kathryn Cernauskas, 
who teaches here at the college, was the 
featured performer at the November 11 
Noon at New West concert. 
From January to Apri I 1994, 
Kathryn was on sabbatical, taking the 
year to do research into modern Cana-
dian Flute music. This concert was her 
'report' back to the school on what she 
accomplished during her time off. 
Beginning with the lyrical, tonal 
Sonata for Solo Flute , by Barbara 
Pentland, the concert quickly moved into 
more avante guarde realms of composi-
tion. Down Endless Lanes Where Cher-
ries Flower, written for Kathryn by com-
poser John Fodi, echoes with phrasings 
reminiscent of Scottish Bagpipes(!). For 
the droning bagpipe sound, Kathryn had 
the audience very quietly hum an 'A', 
breaki;:g the unspoken barrier between 
audience and performer - a popular con-
cept in modem composition. 
From the jazzy sounds of Stephen 
Chapman's Slink, to the microtonal ex-
perimentAusvrle, Kathryn handled the 
stylistic changes with ease. 
Paul Steenhausen and Leo 
Pederson, two Douglas College 
Alumni-cum-composers were in the 
audience for Kathryn's performance. 
Kathryn Chernauskas, 
extrodinaire. 
Blue Sky Mourning, by Leo Pederso 
was premiered at the show. Afterward 
Pederson said he was "pleased' with til 
pleased with the performance. 
As well he should be. Kathr)j 
Cemauskas is a talented musician, an 
understands the subtleties of mode 
music. Her devotion to the cause 
lesser known local talent is inspira 
tiona!. Quoth Steenhausen "All pel 
formers should play new music." 
ovember 16, 1994 The Other Press 
aterial Issue no pretenders 
hicago band brings Freak City to Vancouver 
Feargal Sharkey 
These words, placed together and 
in reference to a funky punkish 
band from Chi-
response of, "Who?" 
Let me put it simply: 
Jeremy Roenick 
up the skates, and 
Michael Jordan 
ng the air, the Windy 
has no bigger rell@{)n to 
up and be proud. /s-
is a fucking scream. 
guys are for reaL 
With songs such as 
The Waitress and Go-
Through Your Purse , 
guys boast a cynically 
iant, yet surprisingly 
ua<OIIau•c catalogue of 
"a talented 90's version of The Knack." 
(Hey, the PolyGram guy loved that de-
scription ... Doesn't anyone but mere-
member My Sharona?) 
A sample lyric from Pu·rse: "Well 
stub from where you work/ Some po-
etryfrom some/ Stupid jerk who's try in' 
to/ Steal your heart awayfrom me./ Well 
I hope you don't get angry girl/ And I 
hope you don't get hurt/ By the things I 
found· while gain' through 
your purse. 
Material Issue is the 
opening act for a pair of 
shows at the Commodore, 
November 22 and 23. Con-
sidering the fact that they're 
backing up The Pretend-
ers, it looks to be a phe-
nomenal coupla shows. 
While we can't promise 
any tickets (we're workin' 
on it, but no promises ... ), 
we've got a buncha copies 
of Material Issue: Freak 
City Soundtrack on disc to 
give away. It 's full of super 
drivin' dancin ' listen,in' 
partyin' all-purposin' tunes, 
and hey, it's got a belly but-
ton on the front cover. What 
more do you need than a 
navel? 
Seriously, though, this 
makes a delicious 
of rock unt rolL Killer 
bang-on drums, and 
umpin' pumpin' bass 
To win a copy of this 
disc, write your name, 
phone number, favourite 
designer jelly bean and the 
name of 'The Waitress' 
idolized in a Material issue 
song. 
We've got a few Material Issue discs (and we're 
workin' on tix; they're at the Commodore 
November 22-23) to give away. Read, enter, 
then wait for a phone calL Meanwhile, we'll 
be goin' through your purse. 
Bring it all to the Other 
Press, down in the spacious, 
yet inconspicuous, hall of 
justice that is room 1020. Issue a perfect concert threat. Add 
Jim Ellison's borderline whine on 
, and you've got what I like to call 
Royals eat 
for 
--·---ck dinner 
league win streak to 2-0-0 games 
trouncing University/College of 
71-36, on Saturday afternoon. 
Royals were sparked by the out-
. play of guards Tania Penafiel 
Janice Macintosh. Together these 
went for 11 turnovers in the game. 
op scores for the Royals were Marlee 
iemens in thepost with 20 points, 
with 13 points and Sherri 
,,.,,,.,,.,,.,.,with 12 points from outside 
a photo of your mother tool And all the 
guys who date you! And your high 
school graduation ring/ And a check 
Let's dispel some of the myths 
about this records. Ws not a soundtrack. 
GoUt? 
HQ\\fe'Vet, freak Cjly · Soundtrack 
i,s one of tile better records ()f the year. 
Cruncbypower~po.p with an edge, it has 
had me humming for a couple ofmonths 
now, and it also knows when to go 
home. 
_ ltf:inishesin a speedy 38 m.imltes, 
The trend in the music industry lately 
ha~ 9eenlo J!lrn a~ mu~lt mu$1c onto .a 
72~mi!lute cd all pqssjble, reg&rrll~~of 
the . ns ... •: .· 
.wid ()fcllill.sQngson 
The draw will take place on No-
vember 21, so get those entries in! 
I just realized I talked about the 
firsttwo son~s, ~mdcoQld ~ssentially 
talk about e:very (;Jne of t!l~m in a 
good way• but I won't bore you with 
that. 
l'J] just tell you more about the 
retord.lt'sa very 70's, right down to 
the belly button on the cover: 
Qh~ heck,I can't say any more. 
I don't like ~rown-nosing. Let's just 
Ieavdt at: this is a great record. 
A Realiable Brief 
to All Sports 
Royals struggling in BCCAA league 
Final Standings 
at Capilano College 
1st: Langara Falcons 
2nd: Malaspina Mariners 
3rd: Capilano Blues 
4th: Douglas Royals 
5th: BCIT 
6th: Cariboo 
Individual Results 
Men's Singles - Kevin Legge - 2nd 
Women's Singles- Tosca Leuks-
1st 
Men's Doubles - 2nd 
Michael Co 
Corey Loken 
Women's Doubles- 2nd 
Kyoko Yamada 
Tomomi Ohkubo 
Mixed Doubles - 2nd 
Bobby Joe Breitkveutz 
Angela Wong 
I MOTHER EARTH 
BLACK EYE BUDDHA 
Friday, November 18 • Doors 8:30pm 
Cover Girl Tour '94 
SHA\NN COLVIN 
featuring Steuart Smith & Larry Klein 
with special guests HEMINGWAY CORNER 
Thursday, November 24 • Doors 8:30pm 
.. ~l'!ll~·i1th ve•y spec-ial guests, Wan1e 1· Hecon.ling Artists 
11 
P l..J R. E plus guests 
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 10 • DOORS 8:30PM 
Bay City Rollers 
with guests 
Wednesday, December 14 • Doors 8:30pm 
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IT•s MAGIC! 
Isabel Huggan Speaks to DC Students 
Isabel Huggan is a short story 
writer who was recently in town fo r the 
Vancouver Writers Festi val. Originally 
from Ontario , she now lives in the 
Philippines with her husband and 
daughter. While in town she stopped by 
Douglas College to have a chat with 
students about her book, The Elizabeth 
Stories, and about what she considers 
to be the magical act of writing. 
Huggan believes that the act of 
writing is intuitive. Your subconscious 
speakS through your writing even 
though you yourself may not fully 
understand what you are writing about. 
G iving a persona l exa mple, 
Huggan spoke about the difficulty she 
had writing the end to her short story 
Into the Green Stillness. She had written 
most of the story, yet it somehow 
remained unfinished in her mind. 
Setting it aside for a while, she 
relaxed by consuming what she said was 
a very large amount of scotch and then 
falling asleep. While she s lept she 
dreamt of an experience that one of her 
friends had told her about when she was 
a child . Curious as to why she had 
dreamt about that particular incident, 
she realized the dream was the answer 
to her problem and it became the end 
of her story. 
The information had somehow 
remained buried for so long ,yet it came 
when she needed it. Huggan feels that 
what you want to say is there if you just 
allow yourself to relax so that the 
expression comes out freely. 
Huggan also spoke about the 
relationship between writer and reader. 
She believes writers should trust that their 
readers will know what they are talking 
about. "With each successive draft of a 
story you clean it up so your work is 
bright... The act of concentration in-
volved in writing imbues the language 
with meaning, it is an act of will. Imbue 
it with intensity and it will sing for you 
long after you are gone." 
Huggan's advice for beginning 
writers is to "Send your work out. It may 
just come right back but the act of send-
ing it is a learning and motivating expe-
rience in itself." 
EXCERPT FROM THE ELIZA-
BETH STORIES 
Celia Behind Me 
We slid down the snowy slope at the 
mouth of the pipe that seemed im-
mense then but was really only five 
feet in diameter. Part of its attraction 
was the tremendous racket you could 
make by scraping a stick along the 
conugated sides as you went through. 
It was also long enough to echo very 
nicely if you made good booming 
noises, and we occasionally titillated 
each other by saying bad words at one 
end that grew as they bounced along 
the pipe and became wonderfully 
shocking in their magnitude ... poopy, 
Poopy, POOpy , POOOOPy , 
POOOOPPYYY! 
Literature Alive 
Carol Windley, Friday 
November 18, 10 am 
Room 3343 
527-8810 
Visit our new premises and enjoy the 
biggest and best Billiard Hall 
and Table Tennis facility in the Country! 
Food, Beverages, Pool, Darts, Ping-Pong, 
Foosball , and other Games! 
Brif'\g your stuJef'\t lD !f'\ 
for~ 15% Jiscour-.f Of'\ 
everythit\g it\ the ~l~ce!!! 
This promotion Is not valid with any other discount offer. 
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The Man Be-
hind The Rub-
ber Mask 
Robert Llewellyn 
Robert Llewellyn es-
tablishes his main themes 
early in this book. In the 
first twenty pages we recog-
nize that he is going to talk 
about I) Himself. 2) His 
peni s. 3)1rony . 4)0ther 
people's penises, and 5) 
Red Dwarf. Not 
necessarilly in that order. 
The Man Behind the 
Rubber Mask is a pseudo-
autobiographical book by 
Robert Llewellyn, who 
plays Kryton on the Brit-
CO.!J1 , Red Dwarf. 
Llewellyn, an established 
British stand up comedian 
and playwrite has recently 
taken up writing as a means 
to exploit the masses. No, 
that' s cruel, but it's hard to get past the 
self interested, almost self pitying tone 
that this book has at times. "Oh woe is 
me," Llewellyn seems to be saying. "For 
I suffer the inglories of prostetic makeup. 
Woe, my cruel fate, for I am the only Red 
Dwarf star who' s face is not seen." 
Still, this is not a book without its 
moments. Like many British comedy 
writers , Llewellyn is at his best when 
poking fun at British sexual mores and 
class barriers; he uses some great meta-
phors (lower tummy bannana? Stiffy? 
Evelyn Lau 
Hilarious!). 
One moment stands out above all 
others. During the fifth season of the 
show, Llewellyn was hired to play 
Kryten in an American version of Red 
Dwarf. None of the other cast members 
were hired. After working an entire 
season without telling the other cast 
members about the job (the producers, 
Rob Grant and Doug Naylor thought it 
best not to inform the cast and crew about 
the deal in America), Llewellyn broke 
down and cried at the end of the last day 
Evelyn Lau: Poetry and Prose 
It is 3:00 AM and I have been to 
one of the Writers' Festival readings 
earlier this eveni ng. It was a good 
experience, except for the large caffe 
mocha I drank 
afterwards - hence this early morning 
commentary. 
Evelyn Lau is the writer who I saw 
earlier; I saw her and I heard her- Wow! 
Vivid images of everything she 
described came to my mind when she 
stood up in front of about 60 people and 
read from her collections of both short 
stories and poetry. 
Last night was the first time that I 
had a chance to attend one of her 
readings and I hope that it is not the last. 
After reading two of her other books, 
Runaway and You Are Not Who You 
Claim, I icked u two more books called 
GoNE fiSHING.! 
The Pearl Fishers 
Queen Elizabeth Theatre 
November 16, 199 
of filming. 
This is not a book for your avera 
joe. But for fans of the series this is, 
Kryten himself would say, "0 
copacetic piece of liturature." 
·Trent Ernst 
Jurassic Park I A Case 
Need 
Michael Crichton 
The steamy sweat of the jungle press 
around you, the giant trees tower above li 
silent giants. You are the only person arou 
but you are not alone, the sounds of an 
mals and insects makes the jungle aliv 
Suddenly you hear and feel a heavy brea 
on your back. Slowly you tum to look a 
find yourself face to snout with 
velociraptor. 
Welcome to Jurassic Park - the book. 
Illegal abortion by a respected doctor gon 
wrong or a drug related blackmail dea 
John Berry must find out to save his frie 
and collegue before it' s too late. A C 
of Need is complete with footnotes a 
appendices to explain the medical jargo 
and to give some insight into the high stre 
life of a doctor trying to solve a murder. 
Michael Crichton, who also writes 
Jeffery Hudson, has written many compe 
ling books, some of which have been rna 
into hit movies. Who can forget T 
Andromeda Strain and Rising Sun? So 
of his lesser known books are Congo, T 
Terminal Man and Eater s of the Dea 
Crichton always provides a good read an 
is at the top of my reading list. 
-Holly Keyes 
Oedipus Dreams and her latest, Fre 
Girls. I look forward to reading the 
ones too. 
At first very autobiographical, h 
writing style is changing. According 
Lau, she is writing more external 
rather th an writing from dire 
experience and she is writing more a 
more prose. Prose fiction is not an ea 
transition from poetry, but her ne 
project is indeed another collection 
short stories. 
Not everyone has the ability or t 
strength to go through what Evelyn L 
did as an adolescent and survive- (stre 
life, sexual abuse - see Runaway) s 
does. For a young writer (she's 24) 1J 
has quite a number of published wor 
under her belt so I'm sure that she' ll 
a heavyweight before her writing care 
is over. 
·Tammy Coombs 
Vancouver Opera continues its 1994/95 season with Georges Bizet' s opera The Pearl Fishers. 
Written twelve years before his more famous opera Carmen, The Pearl Fishers deals with the tension between the intense 
friendship of two men, Zurga and Nadir and their equally intense rivalry over the love of a woman. An unknown virgin - who is, 
in fact, Leila, the object of Zurga and Nadir' s fierce desires • is brought to the village to pray while the fishers are at sea so as to 
ward off evil spirits. When Nadir and Leila are discovered together, Zurga cries out for their execution. 
The Pearl Fishers stars soprano Lyne Fortin as Ikila, tenor Paul Groves as Nadir, and baritone Christopher Robertso 
as Zurga, all of whom are making their debuts with this performance. Maestro Mario Bernardi, described as one of Canada' s 
most gifted conductors, will lead the orchestra. 
One particular point of interest in regards to this production is the staging. The orchestra will be on an elevated stage t 
help focus attention on the music. "We've asked the orchestra to take the stage, to be part of the world of opera," states 
Vancouver Opera Director KeUy Robinson, "and for the chorus to function as a 'Greek' chorus, present throughout, participat-
ing, observing and commenting on the action." 
The Pearl Fishers will be performed on November 19, 22, 24, 26, & 28 at 8:00p.m. at the Queen Elizabeth Theatre. For 
more information, phone (604) 682-2871. 
·Sean P. Veley 
November 16, 1994 
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·rfntime"' 
stone glance 
Mesmerized by your 
face 
1 · Lost in your eyes 
Yetcaptivated by your 
tJresence 
I am at a loss for words 
Only to hear you sigh 
~l;ik&an,angel from 
eaven,. 
~ The most beautiful 
so una 
That could ever be 
But there you are 
And as I close my eyes 
-~ feel yout arms around 
"' " . \ me 
~elti g by your very 
t·· ouch 
lose my _ f in ectasy 
~,_s;:::ri:~·~~.- :: -·-· · 
t go .. 
" t "ke a splash o . rain 
. I a~ke to the col , ·. 
And when I open m 
\ eyes 
You're gone 
R.B. 
!. 
"" \ 
\ 
-· 
' Call for Poetiy S,ubmissions: 
13 
s~~, .. d,, .. <f Ate, .... 
SpiUi, .. <)- cfeet- J=~<)-t-~t"ce 
A., St,.e cfeeuf_, 
A J'l,tue?~~~ · _, YJ'\etc~t~ 
A S''"<fte "tu~t­
Site, .. ~t~ St'r"' 
]=t-ell• cfeet- Pet~t 
A,._,t Sci~"''""' A Pt.~e 
':J,,. cfeet- cfeu~u 
t<()t._.,,,. "tl._e 1J'l,tue ?~'/ 
me•'"'"' o., .. 
\ " All Dougl oltge S\~dents, budding 
poets, close dlpr experienced writers, 
may stzbn¥.t s by ~he i'5tb,~~f each 
t month to Creative Writing 
Department's oem of the Month" 
contest. ~!.eave submissions with Barb 
. ·::;: Wf'' Sekh~!l· English ~tice, Room 33,08. 
,...... '1"'' ,__ _ _J!; 
LWill be posted 
e'Wi()'.tpu blished 
''\, •. ,,, 'i 
t: 
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Royal rounders roinp rivals 
What the heck is a University College, anyways? 
by Bert C. Ennah over Skagit Valley. The score was 67- two o' clock, and followed the womens' 21 lead into the half. perfect 8-for-8 at the line, half o 
54, and marked the first time the lead. From the buzzer, they built an 11- The Lakers were on fire in the second his team-leading 16 points. 
Our basketball Royals are just 
about the only ones not fed up with the 
elements this week. Within a six day pe-
riod, they managed to dry up the Lakers, 
and drench the Sun Devils. 
Douglas Women have beat Skagit in half, and managed to get The game was close at th 
On Sunday, November 6, buses 
carrying mens' and womens' squads 
from Okanagan University College 
pulled into the Royal City, while 
Saturday, November II saw 
representatives from the University 
College of Cariboo come to town. 
Opening week saw both Douglas 
teams commence the year with 2-0 
records. 
Ladies first: V s. the Lakers 
As is tradition, the womens' teams 
play first. From the first whistle at noon, 
Douglas dominated, taking a 36-21 lead 
into the half. 
The Royals didn't let up until the 
final buzzer, at which time they could 
boast an impressive 72-43 win. 
seven seasons. 
V s. the Sun Devils 
The women rode this high wave 
into their tilt against UCC, once again 
coming up with a huge win. This 
time, the halftime buzzer saw 
Douglas on top by a devastating 42-
19 score. Our Royals had fifteen 
points on the board before the Sun 
Devils even got a sniff of New West 
backboard. 
The floor was owned by 
Mackintosh, who led the suffocating 
Royal defence, and scored all of her 
13 points in the first half. She was 
benched in the second half, 
assumingly to open the floor for her 
teammates. 
By _the end of the game, the 
Royals had a 71 -36 victory. UCC 
forward Sukh Herr led the Sun 
Devils with 9 points in the losing 
cause. 
Marlee Siemens received the 
within five points with just half, with the Royals enjoying • 
under a minute left in the narrow 41-36 lead at the hom. Su 
game. -Through . some Devil Jason Eichenberger led • 
crucial baskets by ·chad feisty attack with 15 points, ano 
Caldwell, and a few seemed to have the Royal ! 
monster rebounds by' ldris frustrated, until it ~appened. 
Orughu (pronounced Oo- A couple of minutes into the 
roo-who) Douglas mahaged second half, Royal Paul Bring ana 
to hold on for a 57-49 win. Sun Devil Ali Wilson traded jabs 
Caldwell led the Royals prompting the referee to toss th 
with 15 points . Stavros sparring duo from the game. 
Pavlidis played a steady ·. . Within five minutes of thi! 
game as well, nailing 12 call, with the Royals up 60-46, the 
points for the home team. Sun Devils in foul trouble the UC 
Laker Tyler Thompson head co~ch , whose n~me wa! 
bagged 16 counters in the unavailable at press time, hurled a 
losing effort. series of insults at the referee, an 
· V s. the Sun Devils 
earned a trip to the showers via a 
double technical foul. In total] 
Douglas received six straight foul 
Similar to the Laker shots, and hit them all. 
Top scorers for Douglas were 
Janice Mackintosh and Joanne 
Blesch, each with 17 points. Blesch 
scored 13 of her points in the first half. 
Meanwhile Mackintosh dominated the 
second, hitting 75% from three point 
range. Laker Sara Manduca potted 15 
points in the losing cause. 
Player of the Game award for her 
20 points, and a superb inside game. 
Always a prominant figure in the 
back court , Siemens continually 
stymied the anemic Sun Devil attack. 
game, testosterone ruled this Caldwell and Neil McQuade 
contest, with the Royals each potted 13 for the home team. 
occupying the throne. Three Both Royals teams are i 
ejections and a veritable ton action on Friday, November 18 a 
of fouls spotted a thrilling Trinity Western University in 
Royals guard Tania Penafiel had an outstanding game , which was much Langley, starting in 6:30 pm. The 
game as she scores one of many baskets. closer than the 96-66 score next home ~arne is on Novembe 
The Royals seem to be riding high 
after their November 4 exhibition win 
Men intense: V s. the Lakers 
The Royal men took the floor at 
0 lead, and seemed set on an easy win. 
A sign of Okanagan frustration, 
Laker coach Bob Heinrich was assessed 
an early technical foul for verbally 
abusing the referees. Douglas took a 35-
Douglas • College • miDI 
This issue's sports profile is on Chad Caldwell of men's basketball 
team. He was selected to the all-star team at the Royal Classic 
tournament this year. 
Name: {1-l~tA~e/.L_ Team: ~~IL. 
Position: -----~£~---------------
Tie Otn-.I\es) woold like to £qXJlogize to am CaldwellThre Wffi nne to this pdie lrt due to 
uocontrollable computer errors we are unable to fill in the rest of the rrofile qu:!Stions. 
Women's 
Touch 
" Football 
Enjoy the challenge of- this 
... 
sport. Hoping· to play on . 
weekends at Queen's Park. 
Possibility of forming a team 
fO~ ·the College. 
Any women interested in playing 
touch football, please contact Richard 
W. in room 13178 or call 527-5005 
might suggest. 25 versus a pair of big, ba 
The main difference in this tilt was Malaspina squads. • \' j 
discipline. The Sun Devils gave the Royals D.' L 
30 chances at the foul line, with our boys r-J, ~r ,v) 
sinking 21. Leading the way was Player of r/\ . ~Q 
th• G=• CM• Pmhicl<, who w" ' \.), r O 
sports profile 
Vo.lleyball ActtQn .~t Douglas Co.llege 
fl., .,. " 
•. Intramural Co-ed Volleyball Standings'· 
Team \ . ·rw ~ ¥ .!.: ,: T "' . . §_ ) PTS .. _ _ , 
Foreplay 7 ~ o 0 . 1 14 
Team Askics 5 f 0 2 10 
Funky Squirrels 3 3 1 1 7 
Individuals #2 3 3 1 1 7 
Individuals #1 3 3 1 1 7 
Tazmanian Devils 2 5 0 1 4 
Fortitudes <1 6 0 1 2 
ommunity 
Announcements 
Cocaine Anonymous meets 
Mondays 7:30 pm. at the 
rn Community Centre. 
736-7694 
Volunteer 
Opportunities 
Do you need office experi-
ence and enjoy working with 
wildlife? Receptionist assist-
ants are needed to help with 
basic office duties and assiting 
in admitting wildlife patients at 
a wildlife rehabilitation centre. 
Come out and help BCOs 
wildlife community! For more 
information on this and other 
volunteer positions, call the 
Graeter Coquitlam Volunteer 
Centre at 524-9808 
C -UISE JOBS 
Students Needed! 
Earn up to !$2,000+ per month 
working for Cruise Sh:?s or 
Land-Tour Companies. World 
Travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the 
Caribbean, etc.). Seasonal and 
Full-Time employment available. 
No experience necessary. For 
more information call: (~ 5t( 
(2061 634-0468 ~
ext.C40471  
Child abuse Prevention 
Educators are needed to assist 
with an Abuse Prevention 
Program. Volunteers will be 
presenting to secondary school 
students. For information call 
the graeter Coquitalm Volun-
teer Centre at 524-9808. 
Burnaby Volunteer Centre: 
Case Workers Reliable and 
dependable volunteer case 
workers needed to provide 
info. to victems and witneses 
of crime. Pas. in Burnaby & 
New West. Weekdays. Hrs. 
flex. 
Writer Seniors network needs 
volunteers to help write a 
guidbook explaining new 
represtation agreement act. 
Work at home, attend some 
meetings. Hrs flex. 
Sales Clerks Outgoing volun-
teers needed to sell cards and 
gifts as part of a fundraising 
campaign. Some sales experi-
ence helpful. 3Hrs. Nov 11 -13 
Public Relations Volunteers 
needed for baths at manlls and 
spec. events to provide safety 
info. to the public. Allison 
Felker: 294-0343 
Student Businesses 
Strapped student wants 
yours or your parents business. 
Panorama Presaure Washing 
Service. Satisfaction 
guareteed. Carson pager# 
443-2704 
Do you have a computer? Got 
a modem? Then call JOE'S 
DINNER BBS at 436 - 4018 for 
files, games, messages and 
more! 1 0,000 files online, 
. local message area, adult 
areas, online games. a great 
meeting place for DC students. 
Free access and open 24 hrs. 
HOUSE-SITTING. Prevent 
Criminal Activity. I'll look after 
place during your Holiday's 
absence. Experienced, respon-
sible and good references. $50 
per week negotiable. I love 
pets and plants. Page Oscar, 
680-1833 
Word Processing and Proof-
reading. Precise, professional, 
competitive rates. Fast Turna-
round. Call Ingrid 527-1103 
Off-Campus 
Businesses 
15 
students. staff. faculty - FREE • for-profit businesses - $3 for 
first 30 words, 10¢ a word thereafter • first three words balded 
free • extra bolds or ital icizing 25¢ each word 
send to classified , c/o other press. box 2503. new westminster,bc v31 5b2 
or bring to room 1020, douglas college or fax to 527-5095 
name student #.____ __ 
.... -+;4-.:;;~~YLN~-... c:at.gooy: a marketplace a housing a educational 
a personals a community announcements 
FUND RAISERS AVAILABLE 
Call Paul nights 521 - 3757 
Typing Service. Resumes, 
Reports Phone 540-2647 
Blue Coast English Services 
Ltd.Study with colledge instruc-
tors ESL TOEFL Business 
English 1 on 1 or small group. 
phone 488-0514 
NATIONWIDE ACCESS 
DATING 
SERVICE 
FRIENDSHIP, 
ROMANCE, .... ? 
1·900·451-6004 
ADULTS ONLY (18+1 VSN assumes no 
llabtl ity w hen meetmg thru th1s serv1ce. 
$1 .50/mon T-Tone Serv1ce. 
tl! VSN 900 SERVICES 
Well, we've got one Biiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiig space 
to say a couple things this issue. 
Douglas College Student News 
1 . Come to the Other 
Publications society 
Annual General Meet-
ing, to be held De- , 
cember 11, 1 O:OOam 
2.-Wow, welre really liking our-
selves nowadays. Come see 
us at our table days, drop of a 
piece, come and learn some 
computer stuff, hell, come 
drink our water. We want some 
more family. All are welcome. 
_. 
16 
-.... 
"' 
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BADMINTON 
DATE OPPONENT 
Nov. 26 BCIT 
LOCATION 
BCIT 
TIME 
9am 
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL 
DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME 
Nov. 18 CBC Abbotsford 6pm 
Nov. 19 CBC HOME 6pm 
Nov. 26 Selkirk Castlegar 6pm 
Nov. 27 Selkirk Castlegar 10 am 
MEN•s VOLLEYBALL 
DATE OPPONENT 
Nov.18 CBC 
Nov.19 CBC 
Nov. 26 Selkirk 
Nov. 27 Selkirk 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
DA1E OPPONENT LOCATION TIME 
Nov.16 Everett HOME 6:30pm 
Nov. 18 Trinity WU. Langley 6pm 
Nov.19 Fraser Valley Abbotsford 6pm 
Nov. 25 Malaspina HOME 4pm 
Nov. 26 VCCLangara HOME 6pm 
MEN'S BASKETBALL 
DA1E OPPONENT 
Nov. 18 TWU. 
Nov. 19 Fraser Valley 
Nov. 25 Malaspina 
Nov. 26 VCCLangara 
."-
LOCATION TIME 
Abbotsford Spm 
HOME 8pm 
Castlegar 8pm 
Castlegar 12 noon 
LOCATION TIME 
Langley 8pm 
Abbotsford 8pm 
HOME 6pm 
HOME 8pm 
w. Photo by Niki Townsen 
